Department of Education

Subpart 3416.6—Time-and-Materials, Labor-Hour and Letter Contracts

3416.603 Letter contracts.

3416.603–3 Limitations.

If the HCA is to sign a letter contract as the contracting officer, the Procurement Executive executes the written determination under FAR 16.603–3.

Subpart 3416.7—Agreements

3416.701 Contract clause.

The contracting officer shall insert the clause in 3452.216–71, Negotiated Overhead Rates—Fixed, in contracts with organizations that have fixed indirect cost rates with carryforward adjustments approved by the Government agency responsible for negotiating the organization’s indirect cost rates.

3416.702 Basic agreements.

(a)–(d) [Reserved]

(e) Negotiated overhead rates. Basic agreements may include negotiated overhead rates for cost-reimbursement contracts. If a negotiated overhead rate is included, the bases to which the rate applies and the period of applicability must also be stated. All pertinent provisions such as final rates for past periods, provisional rates for current or future periods, ceilings, and any specific items to be treated as indirect costs must also be included.

3417.207 Exercise of options.

If any provision in a contract requires that an option may only be exercised within a specified time after funds become available, the same provision must specify that the date on which funds are available means the date funds become available to the contracting officer for obligation.
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